Modeling the evolution of user preferences and item attributes in a dynamic social network is important because it is the basis for many applications, including recommendation systems and user behavior analysis. This study introduces a comprehensive general neural framework with several optimal strategies to jointly model the evolution of user preferences and item attributes in dynamic social networks. Preliminary experimental results conducted on real-world datasets demonstrate that our model performs better than the state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
In the era of information explosion, determining how to model user preferences plays a pivotal role in helping users discover the items that interest them. Collaborative filtering (CF) is the key to modeling user preferences on items based on their past interactions, and one of the most traditional CF techniques is matrix factorization (MF) [2] . Recently, deep learning based techniques have been widely leveraged for MF in modeling user preferences [1, 6] .
In the real world, user preferences are not static but instead drift over time. Item attributes also often change as time passes, affected by dynamic user inclinations, and other factors [3] . [3] proposed recurrent recommender networks that can model user and item dynamics. However, [3] did not combine side information or clearly explain the reasons for the drifts in user preferences.
Another issue is data sparsity, which is caused by the purchase behavior of users, i.e. buying only a few items. To address this problem, many studies have integrated the users' friendship context with the rating data [4, 5] . [5] leveraged friendship context as a user attribute embedding in semi-supervised learning. However, the authors failed to deeply understand the friendship influence on users and only modeled the static preferences and attributes of users and items, respectively, in static social networks. [4] inferred the dynamic preferences of users via probability modeling but assumed that items were constant.
This work addresses the aforementioned issues by formalizing a principled deep learning based framework. One main contribution is exploring the use of neural networks to model the evolution of user preferences and item attributes in dynamic social networks deeply. The results conducted on real-world datasets demonstrate that our model performs better than the state-of-the-art method.
Our Model
The framework consists of two modules: (1) user preference model ( Fig. 1, bottom) , which quantifies the users' historical preferences and social influences via user embedding and leverages multilayer perceptron (MLP) to integrate them; and (2) item attribute model (Fig. 1, top) , which employs LSTM to capture dynamic states of items. The two modules are combined to predict ratings.
User Preference Model
We use the one-hot vector for user ID input, and use f t i ∈ F t to denote the trust score vector input of user i's friends at time t. Specifically, the j-th element in f t i is user i's trust score to user j at time t. We adapt the Adamic/Adar metric into a time-dependent version to represent f t i . The new preferences of each user will be affected by the users' historical preferences and social influences.
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Impact factors of user preference. We use u t i ∈ U t to denote the time-dependent latent preference of user i which represents the users' historical preference. Meanwhile, we useũ t f i ∈ U t f to denote the time-dependent latent influence of user i on other users.
In most previous works [4] , u t i andũ t f i are regarded as equal.
This current work argues that u t i andũ t f i
are not equal and thus proposes an effective strategy to correlate them.
We use the recommendation transformation factor to capture the change from users' preferences to users' influences on others. We introduce the transformation matrix W t r ans to describe the recommendation transformation factor. Each row in W t r ans reflects to what extent the corresponding user will exaggerate or diminish at each feature. The time-dependent latent influence by the friendships of user i is:ũ We propose to use a standard MLP to identify the non-linearity interaction between u t −1
i . The output of the user hidden layer is the latent preference prediction of user i at time t,û t i ∈Û t .
Item Attribute Model
Our model assumes the item attributes will change over time (e.g., a restaurant will serve different food in different seasons). We utilize the LSTM recurrent neural networks that can address the vanishing gradient problem to determine the inherent item dynamics instead of the states of items.
An item's parameters are dependent on the users who have consumed it and its popularity. Accordingly, the input of the item attribute model is the items with ratings from users at a previous time interval. We then use a transformation matrix to learn how to project this information into an embedding space and get item latent vector y t j , which serves as the input to the LSTM. The output of item attribute model i t j is the latent state of item j at time t.
Rating Prediction
The output of the user preference model and the item attribute model serve as the input of the recommendation output layer. The states of user i and item j change with time, but we assume that some stationary components still remain, such as the item genre or user gender. We propose the dynamic vectorsû t i and i t j with stationary components u i and i j :r t i j = siдmoid(<û t i ,ī t j > + < u i , i j >), whereī t j is the affine function of i t j . The whole framework is trained to find parameters that minimize the optimization objective:
where θ denotes all parameters to be learned, R denotes the regulation function, and λ regularizes the evolution of users' latent preferences over time. 
Experimental Evaluation
We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets: Epinions and Gowalla. In all the experiments, we follow the same procedures, including data preprocessing and splitting process, as those in previous work [4] . Fig. 2 illustrates the prediction results of various models with different latent dimension sizes D on the two datasets. The figure reveals that our proposed model performs the best among all the models and is better than the previous best model by up to 4.5% on Epinions and 5.1% on Gowalla in terms of the average RMSE per dimension. We argue that one reason for the superiority of our proposed model is the in-depth study of the formation process of user preferences with social influences in a dynamic social network. Meanwhile, the item LSTM helps us accurately capture the dynamic attributes of items.
To evaluate the impact of λ, we conduct experiments with various λ. As shown in figure. 3, the prediction performance increases as λ increases until λ reaches 0.01 on Epinons and 0.1 on Gowalla.
conclusions
This study proposed a general end-to-end neural framework for modeling the evolution of user preferences and item attributes in dynamic social networks. The experimental evaluation demonstrated the effectiveness of the introduced model.
